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Criteria for the equivalence under reciprocal transformations of two-component
hyperbolic systems are established in terms of reciprocal invariants. These results
are applied to a 1 q 1-dimensional isentropic gasdynamics system to determine
reciprocal equivalence to the canonical system with a polytropic gas law. The
four-parameter model pressure-density relations for which this reciprocal
equivalence holds are parameterized in terms of the Lagrangian signal speed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
w xReciprocal-type transformations have a long history. In 1928, Haar 1 in
a paper devoted to adjoint variational problems, established a reciprocal-
type invariance of a plane potential gasdynamics system. A decade later,
w xBateman 2 introduced a less restricted class of invariant transformations
w xthat subsequently were termed reciprocal relations 3 . Application of
invariance properties to approximation theory in subsonic gasdynamics had
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w xbeen noted as early as 1939 by Tsien 4 . That the reciprocal relations of
w xBateman constitute a Backlund transformation was established in 5 .È
Invariance of nonlinear gasdynamic, magnetogasdynamic, and general
hydrodynamic systems under reciprocal-type transformations has been
w xextensively studied 6]18 . The application of reciprocal transformations to
both stationary and moving boundary problems in soil mechanics and
nonlinear heat conduction has likewise been the subject of much research
w x19]25 . Accounts of reciprocal-type transformations and some of their
many applications in continuum mechanics are to be found in the mono-
w x w xgraphs by Rogers and Shadwick 26 and Meirmanov et al. 27 .
Reciprocal transformations also have an important role in soliton the-
ory. Thus, conjugated with appropriate gauge transformations, they pro-
w xvide a link between the AKNS and WKI inverse scattering schemes 28 .
Moreover, invariance of certain integrable hierarchies under reciprocal
w xtransformations induces auto-Backlund transformations 29]31 .È
Here, our concern is with two-component hyperbolic systems related by
reciprocal transformations. Key invariants are introduced, in terms of
which conditions for equivalence under reciprocal transformations may be
set down. The procedure is applied to link a 1 q 1-dimensional gasdynamic
system for a four-parameter class of model constitutive laws to the canoni-
cal system when the polytropic gas law prevails.
2. RECIPROCAL TRANSFORMATIONS OF TWO-COMPONENT
HYPERBOLIC SYSTEMS: RECIPROCAL INVARIANTS
Two-component hyperbolic systems,
ui s ¨ i u u j , i , j s 1, 2 2.1 .  .t j x
arise naturally in diverse areas of continuum mechanics such as isentropic
gasdynamics, chromatography, and plasticity. They are distinguished by the
 1 2 .existence of so-called Riemann invariants R s R , R , in terms of which
 .2.1 adopts the diagonal form
R1 s ¨ 1 R R1 , R2 s ¨ 2 R R2 , 2.2 .  .  .t x t x
thereby considerably simplifying their investigation. Here, we shall assume
 . 1 2the system 2.2 to be linearly nondegenerate, i.e., ­ ¨ / 0, ­ ¨ / 0.1 2
 .Any system 2.2 possesses infinitely many conservation laws,
h R dx q g R dt , 2.3 .  .  .
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 .  .with density h R and flux g R governed by the equations
­ g s ¨ i­ h , i s 1, 2 2.4 .i i
 i.­ s ­r­ R , equivalent to the condition h s g associated with thei t x
 .closedness of the 1-form 2.3 . The compatibility condition ­ ­ g s ­ ­ g1 2 2 1
 .applied to 2.4 results in the second-order equation
­ ¨ 1 ­ ¨ 22 1
­ ­ h s ­ h q ­ h 2.5 .1 2 1 22 1 1 2¨ y ¨ ¨ y ¨
 .for the conserved densities of system 2.2 .
 .  .Let us select two particular conservation laws, B R dx q A R dt and
 .  .N R dx q M R dt, and introduce new independent variables X, T via
the relations
dX s B R dx q A R dt , dT s N R dx q M R dt. 2.6 .  .  .  .  .
 .Under this change of variable x, t ª X, T , the diagonal system 2.2 is
mapped to the new diagonal system
R1 s V 1 R R1 , R2 s V 2 R R2 , 2.7 .  .  .T X T X
where the new characteristic velocities V i are given by
¨ iB R y A R .  .
iV s . 2.8 .iM R y ¨ N R .  .
 .Mappings of the type in 2.6 , predicated on the existence of conservation
laws, are termed reciprocal transformations and have extensive applica-
w x w xtions 1]31 . Following Ferapontov 13 , we introduce two fundamental
 .reciprocal invariants, namely, the symmetric 2-form metric ,
­ ¨ 1­ ¨ 21 2 1 2dR dR , 2.9 .21 2¨ y ¨ .
and the differential,
dV , 2.10 .
of the 1-form,
­ ­ ¨ 2 ­ ¨ 2 ­ ­ ¨ 1 ­ ¨ 21 2 1 1 2 21 2V s q dR q q dR . 2.11 .2 1 2 1 2 1 /  /­ ¨ ¨ y ¨ ­ ¨ ¨ y ¨2 1
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 .  .Neither of the invariants 2.9 , 2.10 changes under a reparameterization
1 1 1. 2 2 2 . w xR ª f R , R ª f R . It was recently demonstrated in 32 that
these invariants are closely related to the invariants of surfaces in Lie
sphere geometry.
 .  .To establish the invariance of 2.9 and 2.10 under arbitrary reciprocal
transformations, it suffices to check their invariance under the elementary
reciprocal transformations
dX s Bdx q Adt , dT s dt 2.12 .
and
dX s dt , dT s dx. 2.13 .
 .  .The invariance of 2.9 and 2.10 under these elementary transformations
is readily established by direct calculation. Since any reciprocal transfor-
mation is a composition of elementary ones, the required invariance
follows.
 .  .It is remarkable that the invariants 2.9 and 2.10 form a complete set
in the sense that if the invariants of one two-component system can be
mapped to those of another by an appropriate reparameterization of the
Riemann invariants
Ri ª f i Ri , i s 1, 2, 2.14 .  .
then the two-component systems can be related to each other by a
reciprocal transformation. In what follows, this result is applied to deter-
mine reciprocally related two-component systems in 1 q 1-dimensional
isentropic gasdynamics.
3. RECIPROCAL TWO-COMPONENT SYSTEMS IN
ISENTROPIC GASDYNAMICS
Let us consider the Eulerian equations of 1 q 1-dimensional isentropic
gasdynamics, namely,
r q ru s 0, 3.1 .  .xt
r u q uu q p s 0, 3.2 .  .t x x
with an arbitrary barotropic law
p s P r , c2 s P9 r ) 0. 3.3 .  .  .
In the above, p, r designate the gas pressure and density, while c is the
local speed of sound and u is the gas speed. The usual Riemann invariants
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 .  .R , R of the system 3.1 ] 3.3 are given by the relations1 2
c r c r .  .
1 2dR s dr q du, dR s dr y du, 3.4 .
r r
so that, up to a constant,
R1 y R2
u s , 3.5 .
2
while r can be expressed in terms of R1 q R2 via the implicit relation
r
1 2c j R q R .
dj s . 3.6 .H
j 2r0
1 2  .  .In the Riemann invariants R , R , the gasdynamics system 3.1 ] 3.3
assumes the diagonal form,
R1 q ¨ 1R1 s 0, R2 q ¨ 2R2 s 0, 3.7 .t x t x
where the characteristic velocities ¨ 1 s u q c, ¨ 2 s u y c can be ex-
1 2  .  .pressed in terms of R , R via 3.5 , 3.6 . A direct calculation shows that
1 c9r
1 2­ ¨ s y­ ¨ s 1 q , c9 s dcrdr , 3.8 .  .1 2  /2 c
 .whence the metric 2.9 adopts the form
­ ¨ 1­ ¨ 2 1 1 c9r1 2 1 2 1 2dR dR s y q dR dR , 3.9 .2 2 /1 2 16 c c¨ y ¨ .
while the second invariant dV is identically zero for arbitrary barotropic
 .law 3.3 .
In the particular case of the polytropic gas law,
p s rg , g / 1, 3.10 .
 .3.6 yields
g y 1
1 2c s R q R , 3.11 .  .
4
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so that
R1 y R2 g y 1
1 1 2¨ s q R q R , .
2 4
3.12 .
R1 y R2 g y 1
2 1 2¨ s y R q R , .
2 4
 .and the metric 3.9 adopts the explicit form
21 2 1 2­ ¨ ­ ¨ 1 g q 1 dR dR1 2 1 2dR dR s y . 3.13 .2 2 /1 2 1 24 g y 1¨ y ¨ R q R .  .
 .In the case g s 1, the metric 3.9 becomes
­ ¨ 1­ ¨ 2 11 2 1 2 1 2dR dR s y dR dR . 3.14 .21 2 16¨ y ¨ .
The Gaussian curvature of the metric
2 F R1 , R2 dR1dR2 3.15 .  .
is given by
K s y ­ ­ ln F rF , 3.16 .  .1 2
 .whence we conclude that, in the case g / 1, the metric 2.9 has constant
Gaussian curvature,
2g y 1
K s 16 , 3.17 . /g q 1
while, in the case g s 1, the metric is flat, that is, K s 0. Accordingly, the
following results obtain:
 .THEOREM 1. The diagonal two-component system 2.2 is reciprocally
 . grelated to the 1 q 1-diagonal isentropic gasdynamics system with p r s r ,
 .  .g / 1, iff the in¨ariant 2.10 ¨anishes and the metric 2.9 has constant
positi¨ e Gaussian cur¨ ature K.
Proof. Let the metric of the two-component system with dV s 0 and
 .  .Gaussian curvature K represented by 3.17 be of the form 3.15 . Then, F
satisfies the Liouville equation
­ ­ ln F s yKF ,1 2
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with general solution
y2 f1 R1 9 f 2 R2 9 .  . .  .
F s .21 1 2 2K f R q f R .  . .
Accordingly, the metric adopts the form
2 19 2 91 g q 1 f f
1 2y dR dR ,2 / 1 24 g y 1 f q f .
which reduces to
2 1 21 g q 1 dR dR
y ,2 / 1 24 g y 1 R q R .
 .following the reparameterization 2.14 .
Since the two-component system under study has the same reciprocal
 .  .invariants 2.9 , 2.10 as the 1 q 1-dimensional isentropic gasdynamics
gsystem with p s r , g / 1, they are reciprocally related.
 .THEOREM 2. The diagonal two-component system 2 is reciprocally re-
lated to the 1 q 1-dimensional gasdynamic system with p s r iff the in¨ariant
 .  .2.10 ¨anishes and the metric 2.9 has zero Gaussian cur¨ ature.
 .  .Proof. The metric 3.15 has zero curvature iff ­ ­ ln F s 0, so that1 2
F s f1 R1 9 f 2 R2 9, .  . .  .
whence, the corresponding metric reduces to
1
1 2y dR dR ,
16
 .after reparameterization of the type 2.14 . Hence, the two-component
system has the same reciprocal invariants as the 1 q 1-dimensional gasdy-
namic system with g s 1, so that they are reciprocally related.
 .THEOREM 3. The diagonal two-component system 2 is reciprocally re-
lated to the 1 q 1-dimensional isentropic gasdynamic system with an arbitrary
 .  .pressure-density relation p s p r iff the in¨ariant 2.10 ¨anishes and the
 .metric 2.9 possesses a nontri¨ ial isometry.
Proof. The necessity of the isometry requirement results from the
 .  .relation 3.9 , valid for arbitrary equation of state p s p r . Thus, since r
1 2  .is a function of R q R , the metric 3.9 possesses the obvious isometry
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­r­ R1 y ­r­ R2. To establish the sufficiency, let us assume that the
 .metric 3.15 possesses an isometry
m R ­r­ R1 q n R ­r­ R2 . .  .
Since isometry must preserve the null directions of the metric, it must be
 1.  2 .of the form m s m R , n s n R , so that, after appropriate reparameter-
ization of the Riemann invariants, it becomes ­r­ R1 y ­r­ R2. Hence,
 1 2 .F s F R q R , and the metric
2 F R1 q R2 dR1dR2 .
 .  .coincides with 3.9 for an appropriate class of equations of state p s p r .
4. RECIPROCAL CONSTITUTIVE LAWS
Here, we determine the class of pressure-density relations for which the
corresponding 1 q 1-dimensional gasdynamics system is reciprocally re-
lated to that with p s rg. The case g s 1 and g / 1 are considered
separately.
The case g s 1. The zero Gaussian curvature condition on the metric
 .  .3.9 shows that the local speed of sound c r is constrained by the
equation
91 c9r c
ln q s a , 4.1 .2 /c rc
where a is an arbitrary constant of integration. It now proves convenient
to introduce the Lagrangian signal speed given by
1r2y1A e s yr dprde , 4.2 .  . .0
where e s r rr y 1 is the stretch and r is the density of the gas in a0 0
reference state with zero stretch. Here, we set r s 1 so that0
A s rc, 4.3 .
 .and 4.1 yields
dsA
p y d s , 4.4 .H
a lns q b0
where b and d are additional constants of integration. On the other hand,
 .use of 4.2 gives
d 1rs .A
e y e s . 4.5 .H ya ln 1rs q b .0
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 .Accordingly, the four-parameter class of p, r -relations for which the
1 q 1-dimensional gasdynamic system is reciprocally related to that for
p s r is given parametrically in terms of the Lagrangian signal speed A by
the logarithmic integrals
z 1
p y d s Li Arz , e y e s y Li zrA , 4.6 .  .  .
a za
yb ra  .where z s e and a / 0. If a s 0, then 4.1 integrates to give the
class of explicit pressure-density relations
lr q m
p r s , j / 0, 4.7 .  .
nr q j
reciprocally related to the gasdynamic system with g s 1. It is noted that
the case j s 0 produces the well-known Karman]Tsien gas law andÂ Â
corresponds to the excluded linearly degenerate case when both of the
reciprocal invariants vanish.
The case g / "1. The constant curvature K condition for the metric
 .3.9 yields
9 9r r 1 c9r K 1 c9r
ln q s q , 4.8 .2 2 /  / /c c c 8 cc c
whence, on integration thrice, it is seen that
dsA
p y d s , 4.9 .H K0 2
b q a lns q ln s .
16
 .while, on use of 4.2 , it is seen that
d 1rs .A
e y e s . 4.10 .H K0 2
b y a ln 1rs q ln s .  .
16
Thus, if we set p* s p y d , e* s e y e , then the relation
p* 1rA; a , b s e* A; ya , b 4.11 .  .  .
results. It remains to determine constraints on the parameters a and b
such that the above constitutive laws are appropriate for gasdynamics.
Now, if T s yp denotes the strain, then dTrde s A2 and d2Trde2 - 0
for a material that exhibits soft elastic behavior and d2Trde2 ) 0 for a
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hard elastic material. For the class of materials under discussion with
 .  .model constitutive laws given parametrically by 4.9 ] 4.10 , it is seen that
K 22 2 3d Trde s y2 A b q a ln A q ln A , 4.12 .  .
16
so that soft elastic material behavior typical of gasdynamics is ensured if
a , b ) 0. In the case a s 0, corresponding to the class of pressure-density
 .relations 4.7 , the choice of parameters such that
2l r 1
2p s n q , r - - r 4.13 .max2 21 y m r m
guarantees the gasdynamic conditions
dprdr ) 0, d2 prdr 2 ) 0. 4.14 .
 .It is interesting to note that the three-parameter class of model laws 4.13
is evidentially superior to the celebrated Karman]Tsien approximationÂ Â
B
p s A y , B ) 0, 4.15 .
r
in that the latter has the disadvantage that it exhibits the nonphysical
behavior d2 prdr 2 - 0. It is readily seen that a reciprocal transformation
 .that maps the primed 1 q 1-dimensional gasdynamics system 3.1 with gas
law
2l r9
2p9 s n q 4.16 .21 y m r9
2to the corresponding unprimed gasdynamic system with gas law p s l r is
given by
y12 2r9 s r 1 q m r , u9 s u , p9 s p q n , . 4.17 .
2 2dx9 s 1 q m r dx y m rudt , dt9 s dt. .
Thus, the change in independent variable becomes, up to translation
constants,
2x9 s x y m X , t9 s t , 4.18 .
where X is the usual Lagrangian material coordinate. The class of recipro-
 .cal transformations 4.17 is of a type originally introduced by Movsesian
w x33 in an analysis of the flow of a compressible gas behind a piston.
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